Our mission is to promote, teach, and encourage the love of ALL types of appliqué in quilting.
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Meet the Artist: Irene Blanck
The Threads of Time Chapter in O’Fallon, Illinois recently
welcomed Irene Blanck back to lead a two-day workshop.
This was Irene’s fourth visit with our group, and we are
already making plans for her return in 2020. While she
was visiting, she graciously agreed to allow us to film a
few tutorials to share on our Facebook page and to
answer a few questions to help our members learn more
about her.
You aren’t originally from Australia – can you tell us a
little more about where you are from originally? I only
realized that I had an exotic childhood when I got to
Australia. I grew up in Africa and when I tell people that
they think it is so exotic, but really it was just a normal
childhood. So I am Indian, I grew up in Kenya, and was
there until I was in my twenties, then went to India for
about two years, and then moved to Australia about 40
years ago and have been there ever since.
So how did you end up in Australia? I worked for a British
company in Bombay and told my boss that I wanted to
leave, so we looked at all the places that I could go. I had an Indian passport so I couldn’t go to England and couldn’t
go to America because I didn’t have a green card, so he asked me if I had ever thought about Australia. I responded
with ‘Where is that?’. This was before the internet, so he had to bring in a map and show me where it was. I had a
look and said ‘okay, I will go there’ and because we had a company there, they sponsored me. So I left my family and
moved off by myself when I was 24.
What is your educational background? I do not have any art training. My professional background is as a medical
transcriptionist, and I also run meditation workshops. My mother and sister were seamstresses. My sister did
wedding dresses, but I hated sewing. I don’t believe that I am an artist, but I can draw with repetition and as far as
color, I choose fabrics that I like and just put them together. If I am working on a quilt, I limit myself to a few fabrics. I
will pull ten each of reds, greens, blues, oranges, yellows, and browns and grays together. I don’t use purple. I then
try and limit myself to just those fabrics. I think people stress out too much about color. I don’t worry about colors not
…continued on page 3
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President’s Message
Anita M. Smith
TAS Founder/President
Have you ever worked on reorganizing a room in your
house or even your sewing room? When you do work
on reorganizing your room, I know sometimes it is best
to take all the contents out, re-evaluate the contents
and then put the contents back in that space that works
for what you are doing now in your life. Sometimes we
must let go of things that worked earlier but now it
doesn’t work the same as it did; things that were
relevant previously are not relevant now.
I love working with our TAS Board and Directors. I love their hearts that are
looking out for our TAS members and want to see this organization succeed. The
TAS Board and Directors have all worked together to take every area of the inner
workings of the organization and have gone over them and restructured them.
Things that needed to be let go were let go. Things that were good but needed to
be tweaked and updated have been done. When each area is done it feels so
good to have a good healthy structure in place. Just like we feel good when we
reorganize our rooms and it feels so good to know where everything is and
knowing that we have let go of redundancy. TAS has reorganized all aspects of
the organization and January 2020 should have the last areas all finalized. So
grateful for the time the TAS VOLUNTEER board members and directors have
given.
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We would love to see more TAS Chapters happening all over the world. It only
takes 3 applique lovers to start a TAS Chapter. Oh, the fun you will have sharing
with like-minded applique lovers!
We had some members ask about the 2019 Annual meeting details. We posted
many of the pictures and details on Facebook right after the meeting. We want
to post the details on our TAS website for those would love to see the 2019
Annual meeting details and were not on Facebook. We will post a link to these
details in the TAS Members only page. There were wonderful quilts, wonderful
skills fair teachers, wonderful featured teacher-Kathy Dunigan and it was great
seeing old friends again.
In future TAS newsletters you will hear about the new things we are working on
for the TAS membership. We love our members and it is your encouragement
and support that give us the “fuel” and “energy” to keep doing what we do. We
love getting your notes and we pass them on to the board and directors. It
always makes our day when we get them.
Many kind regards and friendship,

Entire contents of this newsletter
Copyright © 2020 by the Appliqué
Society TM. All Rights Reserved. No
part of this newsletter may be
reproduced in any way without
the written permission of The
Appliqué Society TM.
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Irene Blanck, continued from page 1
going together – I mix blue greens, yellow greens, true greens and I think they all go together. I think of colors in
general categories: reds, blues, etc. and use them that way.
When did you begin quilting and how did you get started? About 25 years ago, I was looking through a magazine
and saw a pieced quilt and thought foolishly ‘I can do that’ – it was an ocean waves pattern, and we all know how
difficult those are. At that time in Australia we didn’t have rotary cutters, rulers or cutting mats so I drew everything
out and I’m not sure I even knew that you needed a ¼” seam allowance but that didn’t hold me back. I cut it out with
a pair of scissors. I sewed it together and it fit together nicely. I was told that you had to hand quilt things because no
one did machine quilting, so I hand quilted it with polyester batting that was about 4” thick. It’s still around, and it is
about ¼” thick now. I thought I was very good with my colors, which were red, blue and white.
When did you start doing appliqué? I did a lot of hand-pieced
work, and then I met Robyn Falloon who was doing appliqué
and took a class with her and I was hooked. I did a lot of other
peoples’ patterns until 2004. My husband was diagnosed with a
terminal illness in 2003, and my girlfriends said that I needed to
do something to keep me going, so I decided to design a quilt of
my own. I used block designs from different people and decided
to put angels into the designs and use angel sayings as a way of
helping me to cope with my situation. I designed my own
angels and behind each one wrote out all my frustrations, so
one day when I pull that apart I will see all of that. I hand quilted
it. There was one particular block that I really liked, so when I
did my next quilt I used those blocks, adding a few flower
blocks. I took that quilt to a shop in Melbourne, and a month
later the owner called me and asked if I could teach it. I
thought, ‘Wow, I’m a quilt designer!’. Then I realized I would
have to write the pattern, which is the pits! Anyway, I wrote the
pattern, and since then I have never done anyone else’s designs
because it just seemed like there were all these quilts in my
head that needed to come out on paper. That was 2007.

Floral Beauty (52”x 46”), the pattern that
launched Irene’s career as a quilt designer

How did you end up writing a book with Quiltmania? By then,
2011, I had done quite a few quilts, and Carol, the editor of
Quiltmania was in Melbourne, so I got myself invited to the host
house where she was staying and took all my quilts to show to her.
She looked at them, had them photographed, and shook my hand
and said ‘Let’s do a deal’.
What was involved in writing the book? The quilts that were to be
included in the book were ones I had already made and created
basic patterns for, so I put a pattern with each quilt and posted
them to France, where they did all the graphics and rewrote the
patterns. The book got me what I wanted, which was exposure
around the world.
 Chocolate Mint Sundae, 50” x 50”
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Irene Blanck, continued from page 3
Where all have you traveled to teach? The first class that I
did in the US was at the Houston Quilt Festival. We had about
20 in the class and what was so great about the class was that
there were girls in the class from around the US and I began
getting invitations to teach in other parts of the county. I’ve
also taught in France, the Netherlands, Norway, and England.
I teach extensively in Australia, and in New Zealand.
Could you tell us more about your recent teaching adventure
in New Zealand? I was invited to teach by the National Quilt
Symposium of New Zealand. The Quilt Symposium is held
every two years and is a big deal there. In 2019 they had 46
tutors and 1600 participants. You would think something of
that scale would be run by a business, but it is run by a
committee of volunteers. The logistics are amazing – they had
10 American tutors, 12 Australian and the rest were from New
Zealand – and they had to transport, accommodate and feed
all of us as well as taking care of all the participants.
Gardenhurst, 60” x 51”

You have started incorporating English Paper Piecing (EPP)
into many of your designs. When did you start doing EPP? In
Australia you would see the Grandmother’s Garden pattern, but it was always done in plain colors. Then Chris
Serong started doing hexagons with really beautiful prints and many of us took classes with her and were hooked.
That was probably 15 years ago.
What are your favorite tools? I use a light box – for me that is so
important. I used to use templates and I have a box full of them
that I am never going to use again. I decided it was a waste of time
drawing templates, cutting them out, placing on the fabric and
then having to draw the shape again. So I use my light box, I put my
pattern over it, place the fabric on top of the pattern, and I draw
the shape directly onto the fabric. I like to prepare a whole quilt,
so I do all my drawings and then sit down in front of the television
and cut out all my pieces, and then I go back to my light box, place
my background fabric over the pattern on the light box, and I place
all my pieces using Roxanne Glue Baste-It. I don’t have to draw the
pattern on my background for placement because I can get
everything placed perfectly using the light box.
I love Roxanne Glue. It will keep the pieces on for three months to
three years, and if you wash the quilt when you finish, the glue
disappears. I use Jeana Kimball’s size 10 straw needles for my
needle-turn. I use Aurifil 50 wt cotton thread for applique and EPP,
and I only use two colors, 2900 and 2325. I find that those two
colors are always invisible.
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Irene’s “Class Action” quilt is comprised of scraps
of fabrics she collected from her students in 2018.
The quilt label includes the names of all the
students who contributed to the effort.
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Irene Blanck, continued from page 4
I don’t ever use pins because threads get caught on pins. I also use the Clover
Dome Threaded Needle Case. You can store 10 threaded needles in the dome. I
load them all up, and when I get down to the last one, I load them all up again.
What are you currently working on? I like to work on two or three projects at
the same time. When I design, I use paper and pencil – that is the only way I
design. I have designed a block of the month (BOM) with 16 birds – that’s
already on paper. Before I started that I had another idea for another BOM with
baskets of flowers that I was really excited about and designed in about two
days. That one is going to go first. And then I have another idea using some
EPP, and I am also currently working on a basket quilt which the girls that have
seen it absolutely love.
Did you teach your BOM designs at shops before you began running them
online as you are doing now? Yes, I have always done my BOMs with shops, but
have decided to start making them available as PDF files so that I can reach more quilters. There are a couple of
shops in Australia, including Material Obsession in Sydney, that will pick up my designs and add fabric to run them as
BOMs. In the U.S., Homestead Hearth also has picked up the BOM and is kitting with fabric. Sending the patterns by
PDF was a challenge at first, making adjustments for the different sizes of paper in the US.
Snippet of “Class Action” label

When will the next BOM start? I want to launch the next
BOM at the Australasian Quilt Convention (AQC) in Melbourne
in April 2020.
How do people find out about your BOMs? I will put it in my
newsletter, and on Instagram and Facebook where I’m under
focusonquilts, and on my blog.
Where can quilters find your patterns in the U.S.? My
patterns are available on Paper Pieces’ sister site, Quilt
Exchange. I have a few patterns there now and am working to
get more of them added. My patterns are also sold through
some shops in the states, including Vintage & Vogue and
Homestead Hearth.
Irene’s website can be found at http://focusonquilts.com.au/;
scroll to the bottom of the page to sign up for her newsletter.
Follow her on Instagram and Facebook under focusonquilts. If
you are interested in taking a class with Irene, she will be
Pocketful of Posies - 2019 BOM
teaching at the Academy of Applique in Williamsburg, VA in
March of this year and at Baltimore on the Prairie in Nebraska City, NE in September. She will be traveling in the US
from mid-September through the end of October 2020 and has some availability to visit guilds or shops for trunk
shows and/or workshops. If interested, please email her at blanckirene@gmail.com.
--Dana Doerfler, Threads of Time Chapter Co-Leader
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Then & Now: Kathy Delaney
Kathy Delaney is a long-time member and supporter of TAS and was
featured in the May/June 2005 newsletter as a pattern contributor. At
the time she was awaiting publication of her fifth book, “Patterns of
History – The Challenge Winners” (Oct 2005); was teaching locally and
traveling to teach for guilds and national quilt shows; and was helping
coordinate an annual appliqué retreat. The pattern she shared with TAS
members was one designed for the ring pillow for her newly-married
son’s wedding. Kathy recently joined the TAS Board in the role of
Secretary and we wanted to catch up with her to see what she’s been
working on recently.
Since that last interview, Kathy has published two additional books and several individual patterns. Her pattern
“Birds ‘n’ Urns” was based on a series quilt originally published in the 1930s as part of the Nancy Page Quilt
Club series. Kathy adapted the original pattern’s pieced urns for appliqué and created her version with a variety
of background fabrics to add movement and interest to the design.
Kathy’s “Papercuts and Toile” pattern pays homage to the Baltimore
Album quilts that featured pictorial scenes surrounded by applique
frames. The pattern is perfect for showcasing a favorite toile or floral
fabric.
Kathy’s favorite appliqué method is still needle-turn and confirms that,
as mentioned in her 2005 interview, she still prefers to needle-turn
circles with a diameter of 0.5” or less rather than using a preparededge technique. Her current favorite thread for hand applique is
Presencia 60 wt cotton, a 3-ply mercerized quilting and sewing thread.
Kathy also uses this thread for all her machine piecing.
Birds ‘n Urns

In recent years Kathy has been perfecting her skills in other methods
of appliqué. She created her version of Sentimental Stitches’ 1857
Album Quilt using a combination of hand appliqué and both raw-edge
and prepared-edge machine techniques. She has been exploring
different techniques and products for preparing edges for machine
and now offers classes in both raw-edge and prepared-edge machine
appliqué techniques. Kathy uses a Presencia 50 wt top thread and
Presencia 60 wt or Bottom Line in the bobbin for machine appliqué.
Kathy, who helped to give the Baltimore on the Prairie appliqué
conference it’s start in 2009, recently returned there as a student last
fall to learn more about Broderie Perse. She had tried the
technique on her own but was not satisfied with her efforts.
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Kathy Delaney, continued from page 3….
The classes helped her “see where she had gone wrong” as is evidenced by the beautiful blocks she created:

Kathy leads a monthly workshop at Prairie Point Quilt & Fabric Shop in Lenexa, Kansas, a shop she has taught at
since it first opened in 1995. Her students there often serve as a test group for her block of the month designs.
Classes meet monthly in the evening on the second Monday each month, with each session lasting four
months. Students are welcome to join at any time. In 2019, students worked on a wall quilt that Kathy
designed, and this year Kathy will be teaching hand and machine appliqué techniques using Lori Smith’s
Jacqueline’s Album Quilt and Aunt Minnie’s Best patterns.
Kathy is also teaching machine quilting classes at Overbrook Quilt Connection in Overbrook, Kansas, and still
travels to teach at guilds and shows. She is currently working on a proposal for her eighth book.
Kathy’s most recent endeavor is Corliss
Searcey’s “Caswell Quilt c1835”. Her blocks
are hand appliquéd on a deep green
mottled background using brighter prints
than she usually uses. Her goal for 2020 is
set the blocks together.
If you are interested in booking Kathy for
lectures and workshops, please contact her
via email at Kathy@KathyDelaney.com.
Visit Kathy’s website,
www.kathydelaney.com for more
information and to purchase her books and
patterns.
If you live in the Lenexa, Kansas area and
are interested in joining Kathy’s appliqué
class you can find more information on the
Prairie Point website.
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Calendar of Events
Below is a list of academies, retreats and other appliqué-related events. If you are aware of others that you
would like to share, please email them to webmaster@theappliquesociety.org for inclusion on our website and
in future editions of the newsletter.

Appliqué Away on Galveston Bay—February 16-20, 2020—Galveston, TX
•

For more information, visit their website http://www.appliqueawayongalvestonbay.com

Academy of Appliqué—March 2-7, 2020—Williamsburg, VA
•

For more information, visit their website http://www.academyofapplique.com

•

Or contact Barbara Blanton (757) 565-5299

Appliqué at Seabeck Bay—March 23-27, 2020– Seabeck, WA
•

For more information, contact Loretta Bilow, lorden@olynpen.com

Everett Quilt Show, - May 1-2, 2020—Everett, WA
•

”Come be a Material Witness”, open call for entries Mid-February

•

For more information, visit their website, https://www.everettquiltshow.com/

TAS Annual Meeting—May 29-30, 2020 — O’Fallon, IL
•

The Regency Convention Center, 400 Regency Park, O’Fallon, IL

•

Featuring a lecture and workshops with Dawn Heese (Linen Closet Designs). Detailed
information and registration instructions will be posted on the TAS website later in January.

Quilters Hall of Fame Celebration—July 16-18, 2020—Marion, IN
•

Induction of Marti Michell

•

For more information, visit their website https://quiltershalloffame.net/

Baltimore on the Prairie—September 9-12, 2020—Nebraska City, NE
•

For more information, visit their website https://www.baltimoreontheprairie.com
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What’s on the Web
New block of the month projects for 2020 are starting to show up on the web. Here are a few that are starting
in January that may be of interest:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Barbara Brackman’s “Cassandra’s Circle” BOM begins 29 Jan 2020, with new blocks posted on the last
Wednesday of each month. See her post here for more information:
https://civilwarquilts.blogspot.com/2019/12/cassandras-circle-fabrics-sets.html
Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet will be leading a sew-along for her new design, Vintage Housewife. The
project is scheduled to begin 27 Jan 2020. See Lori’s blog for more information (at the bottom of this
post): https://beeinmybonnetco.blogspot.com/2019/12/vintage-block-along-big-finish.html
Erin Russek will be beginning her new BOM, “Home Again” around the third week of January. Details on
this project are posted here: https://erinrussek.typepad.com/one-piece-at-a-time/2019/12/home-againbomall-the-details.html
Piecing the Past has a new project beginning 6 Jan 2020 that is mostly pieced but has an applique
medallion center. You can find the link to sign up here: https://piecingthepastquilts.com/
FatCat Patterns has several new BOMs for 2020: Angels, Funky Chickens and PurrTastic . Each has a
nominal sign-up fee of $6.
Angie’s Bits ‘n Pieces is offering Fairy Friends, a free BOM, along with two additional applique projects
available to subscribers for an annual fee.

Chapter Happenings
If you have visited the TAS website lately you will notice a lot of updates! The Chapters page is one of those
updates. On it you will find a list of current chapters, information on starting a new chapter, and an
application form if you are ready to get one started in your area. Only three TAS members are needed to start
a chapter. If you are a member of a former chapter that is currently inactive, you can become an active
chapter again by filling out the same application form and checking the box “reactivate.”
We want to hear what your chapter is doing! Please submit your articles (with pictures please) about your
chapter’s happenings to taschapters@gmail.com
--Katie McMullen, Interim Chapter Coordinator

Chapter News: Mouse Creek Appliquers, Howell, NL
The Mouse Creek Appliquers has been meeting for over ten years at the Mouse Creek Quilt Shop, a few stitches
west of the Jersey beaches. For over ten years, we have been enjoying friendship, individual and group projects,
and skill-building tutorials together. Past projects include Lori Smith’s Stonegate Manor, an Alison Glass modern
applique, and a patriotic theme wall hanging to name a few.
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Mouse Creek Appliquers, continued from page 9
During the 2019 year, a number of our appliquers were proud to collaborate on a project, Sand Dollars for Hope,
which was donated the MD Anderson Ovarian Quilt Auction. The Hawaiian style pattern was donated to our group
by Phyllis Twigg Hatcher, completed by members of our group, and sold at the auction in 2019 for $300. The
proceeds of the auction support MD Anderson’s ovarian cancer research. In addition to the group project, many
members individually contributed to this cause.

The Mouse Creek Appliquers “Sand Dollars of Hope” quilt
donated to the MD Anderson Quilt Auction

Cathy Popp, a gifted machine appliquer,
displays her contribution to the MD
Anderson Quilt Auction

Our chapter likes to have a small project that we show at each monthly
meeting. This past year, we chose the Becky Goldsmith’s Welcome to the
North Pole and her Best Ever Applique Sampler. We pair each project with
technique discussion/tutorial on topics such as points, inverted V, stems,
bindings, etc.
The chapter poses a bi-annual challenge to its members to select and
complete an unfinished project; those who succeed enter a drawing to win
a gift certificate. The deadlines for the completed goals are each January
and July.
Our members are loyal supporters of our home quilt shop, Mouse Creek
Quilts, as well as the many shows near and far. Many members also belong
to local guilds and participate in charity quilt projects.
One member’s Becky Goldsmith project
displayed on a design wall
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Book Reviews
Autumn Bouquet
Patchwork and Applique Quilts from Reproduction Prints
By Sharon Keightley
Sharon Keightley is an applique artist from New Zealand. I have followed
Sharon on her blog for several years; I’ve always found her techniques
interesting.
In this book, there are 12 projects, all combining applique and piecing.
They all have that cozy feeling you get from using reproduction fabrics.
Sharon has 2 techniques she uses most. One is using applique wash
away paper. This involves reversing the patterns when they’re traced.
The second is using freezer paper, without reversing the patterns. When
placing the paper on the back side of the fabric, it’s done shiny side up.
No glue or starch needed, just a hot iron.
Her preferred applique method is invisible machine applique. Using monofilament thread on top and 60 weight
cotton or polyester in the bobbin, small stitches are the way to go. Slow and easy, she layers one piece on top of
another.
I don’t think we can have too many tools in our toolbox when it comes to applique. Every technique that helps us
get to the finish line is a good one. This book deserves a place in our libraries.
--Eileen Keane, Director

Let’s Go Shopping!
Missie Carpenter from Traditional Primitives has developed a fast, easy, and precise method for basting. Check out
this video to see how Missie uses her technique and specially-designed tools to prepare hexies for English paper
piecing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7mk8XzMxbk&feature=youtu.be. The
same principle can be used to prepare edges for appliqué. Missie’s Fingertip
Stiletto adjusts around your finger and is bent like your fingertip. It is great
for holding onto hot freezer paper and manipulating fabric seam allowances.
Her Starch Brush, filled with her Premium Quilting Starch, is convenient for
applying starch on seam allowances. The Premium Quilting Starch is specially
formulated for use with the Starch Brush for her starch basting technique.
January/February 2020
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Let’s Go Shopping, continued from page 11
Traditional Primitives products are available at many local quilt
shops and through Missie’s website:
www.traditionalprimitives.com.

Congratulations!
TAS members Karen Kay Buckley and Kathy McNeil received awards for quilts entered in the 2019 Houston Quilt
Festival. “Midnight Stars”, a project completed by Renae Haddadin and Karen Kay Buckley, received second place in
the Large Applique category, and Kathy’s quilt “Music” received third place in the Fantasy/Whimsy category. Photos
of all the 2019 winning quilts can be found on the International Quilt Association website:
http://www.quilts.org/winners.html.

Midnight Stars
Renae Haddadin with Karen Kay Buckley
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Contacting The Appliqué Society

General Information

Anita M. Smith

Please contact the President at
president@theappliquesociety.org

Membership

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact Membership at
membership@theappliquesociety.org

Web Master

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact the Webmaster at
webmaster@theappliquesociety.org
Please contact the Editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.org

Newsletter Editor
Board Officers:
President

Anita Smith

Vice President

Dana Doerfler

Secretary

Kathy Delaney

Treasurer

Katherine McMullen

Directors:
Eileen Keane
Coleen O’Kane
Dee Pitthan
TAS Facebook Groups:
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/608303619190226/ - open to TAS members only
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/205292649964358/ - Applique Open Form, open to the public

Mailing Address:
The Appliqué Society ®
P.O. Box 1593
Freeland, WA 98249-1593
Website: www.theappliquesociety.org
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